Abstract. Multimodal biometric systems have proven advantages over single biometric systems as they are using multiple traits of users. The intra-class variance provided by using more than one trait results in a high identification rate. Still, one of the missing parts in a multimodal system is inattention to the discriminability of each rank list for each specific user. This paper introduces a novel approach to select a combination of rank lists in rank level so that it provides the highest discrimination for any specific query. The rank list selection is based on pseudo-scores lists that are created by combination of rank lists and resemblance probability distribution of users. The experimental results on a multimodal biometric system based on frontal face, profile face, and ear indicated higher identification rate by using novel confidence based rank level fusion.
Introduction and Background
The undeniable need for higher security has resulted in a tremendous growth in biometric systems. The integration of biometric system with government identity management systems as well as consumer products has created the demand for more accurate systems.
Biometric systems can be categorized into unimodal and multimodal systems [1] . Although single biometric systems have been widely used in access control and identity management systems, there are some issues regarding their performance. The low inter-class and high intra-class variance caused by the use of one biometric as well as the non-universality, sensitivity to noise and data quality issues have shifted the attention toward multimodal biometric systems [2] . In a multimodal biometric system, different biometrics of a person are captured in order to provide uncorrelated information about the identity. These multiple evidences help the system to infer about the identity of the query with higher confidence [1] .
One of the important aspects of a multimodal biometric system is the fusion of information from different biometric traits. The fusion can be done in premapping stage where biometric traits have not matched against the training Post-mapping fusion can take place on three levels: score level, decision level, and rank level [1] . Score level deals with systems that provide score values to show the proximity of a query to the samples in the database. On decision level, each biometric classifier independently provides the final decision about the identity of the user. These levels of fusion are mostly used in commercial biometric systems which solely provide the final decision [4] . Unlike score level and decision level, some biometric devices provide a ranking of users as their output. The output of such systems is similar to the scores in case that it contains a list of possible identities, although it only provides a ranking of identities and lacks the rich score information. The lack of scores obscures the information on how confident each classifier is about the results. On the other hand, rank level fusion does not require normalization of scores which can be computationally expensive and also the inappropriate selection of normalization method can degrade the recognition rate [2] . Rank level fusion is a relatively new approach which has not been studied much compared to others. Several rank-level fusion methods have been proposed and developed in the past decade using different fusion techniques and biometric traits [5] [6] [7] .
Lee et al.
[8] compared rank-level methods, such as Borda count and Bayes fuse, and score level, such as sum rule and binary classification, based on fingerprint and face biometric traits. They concluded that the binary classification outperforms other methods and in case of lack of scores, Bayes fusion has an advantage over Borda count. Monwar et al. [9] showed that using more sophisticated approaches with rank information can result in a higher recognition rate than score level. They proposed a fuzzy rule based inference system for rank fusion. The comparison of fuzzy rank fusion with other rank, score, and decision level fusions demonstrated not even a better accuracy but a faster system performance.
The quality of biometric data can significantly impact the classifiers confidence and the recognition result, especially when there is a possibility that image quality degrades due to ambient conditions and acquisition device. Marasco et al. [10] investigated the stability of rank-level fusion and analyzed the performance of rank-level and score level fusion in presence of biometric data with low quality. Their experiments with low quality face images and syntactically degraded fingerprints revealed that both rank and score are unstable while the degradation is significant, although rank is more stable than scores in case of small degradations. Abaza and Ross [11] proposed a modification for highest rank and Borda count fusion by incorporating a quality factor. Alam et al. [12] utilized a quality measure which did not require any prior modeling of the noise and degradation factors of input data. They tried to extract the quality measure by considering a measure of deviation of scores from the mean and then utilizing this confidence measure for highest rank and Borda count methods. They developed a multimodal system for face and voice biometrics and validated the improvement impact of confidence measure by comparing their proposed method against highest rank and Borda count.
